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WEBINAR 7: CODES OF ASCENSION AND SACRED GEOMETRY 21.7.2018
———————————————————————————————
We do a prayer and then we will start
Om Om Shallo
Our appreciation to the Creator.
Appreciation for all the blessings and for what we have in our lives at this time.
The gift of life during these special times.
Another moment of opportunity to heal separation consciousness
Thank you

l. Message from Lord Maitreya
Hello my blessed beings of light. I am Lord Maitreiya accompanied by the great dragon for they
came and anchored the new consciousness called the crystalline consciousness into the land.
Chakras
We encourage u to connect with the dragon energy during yr meditation time.
Simply state:
I call on these benevolent beings to come and activate my higher chakras.
Even now, if u close yr eyes and make this intention
I call on the wise wisdom masters, the dragon beings to come and breathe their fire into
my spinal column
And just be there.
Some of u will start to feel heat and warmth in yr hip and spinal column.
Your chakras are linked with the chakras of the dragons.
Where is yr power point in yr body?
Of course in yr navel area but the spinal cord carriers incredible power too. Look at the
spinal cord of the dragon. How big it is! What u don’t realize is, the dragons are not fire
breathing beings. They come from water. They are water beings. U are a water being. Connect
with the dragon to balance the water element within you. Yes, all other elements play an
important role but the highest element u have is water within yr body.

The dragon has 144 chakras. Human beings have the same amount of
chakras through out many of their many bodies. These bodies interact
and so do yr chakras. We will bring u some information today, u will say
too good to be true. It’s science fiction. But we ask u to keep an open
mind. And if u feel drawn then work with it.
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Quantum Being
You are a quantum being.
Simply make a statement in the morning
I am the quantum consciousness. I experience quantumness.
What does quantum mean?
U are a part of the whole and what u do now affects the whole.
One powerful word, one powerful prayer can connect u to the wholeness.
When u took birth, yr soul split into many parts to experience many aspects for this growth.
U might have heard the expression that u exist simultaneously in other realities.
For example: In this reality u have abundance issues but in other realities u may have great
abundance.
Can u bring that reality n join that reality to yr present reality?
Yes, Yes, Yes!
U will say this is too good to be true.
U have challenges in this life time, but as a whole it’s only a small part of u interacting with these
challenges. Yr larger part is in other realities. Yes, in that realities there are some challenges
too but not the challenges that u have in the 3rd dimension reality which is mostly sustenance
and survival.
Exercise 1: To join with yr other realities
How can I join with my other other realities?

In yr meditation
Call this body to come into u
Draw or imagine the 12 parts of u

Have u seen the picture of Master Yeshua - there are many of him coming from the sky.
Same way draw the12 of you, color them in different colors
Each of yr 12 selves has a higher dimension to it.
Human beings exist from the 3rd dimension 3.5 or 3 , some might be 2 but most are in about 3.
They have the capacity to exist in 24 dimensions but most of them between the first 12
dimensions.

All 12 dimension bodies of u contains it’s own auric field.
See the aura just as a mist around u
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In yr meditation, state
I call forth the other dimensional bodies

And see one body coming as a beautiful bubble of light.
Coming and entering into u and joining with u.

State:
I call forth the energetic bodies which I have, which are existing in other realities which is
abundant at the present time to join with me now.
Too good to be true?
* this has not been released to the world at this time. U are ready to hear, otherwise u will not
be here. U are advanced students of ascension n some touching the threshold of ascension
like brother Kepler right now.
State:
I am calling my other ascended selves from other realities to come and join with me now.
It just requires practice.
We want u to work with this.
Then along with it,
I am calling forth my entirely healed Galactic body to be fully integrated within me.
And my entire solar body energy
My entire nature body energy
What does this mean, nature body?
It means u have an earth body, a tree body, a mountain body
It has been written in some books.
All of earth is a part of u.
U have fire body, water body, mountain body, sky body, bird body
Simply need to call them and work with them till u feel the energy and
the energy becomes part of you.

Finally I call forth my dragon body- dragons are not in any of the dimensions, they are part of
the universal consciousness.
Are u ready to integrate?
Yes! Call them forth.
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Next few weeks u have the golden opportunity to join a large part about 80% of yr quantum
body in this particular time period.
Will u do it till u achieve the goal?
Also call forth yr musical frequency body.

Codes
Each of the body contains a code.
What are codes?
There were codes placed when the Earth was created. These codes are contained in certain
crystalline form. And the crystalline codes are very large in numbers n very tall. Crystals u find
are all parts of these. The crystals carry codes. Again u might not believe, u will say crystals are
for healing n that’s only one small part. They carry the codes.

What are the codes?
• 999
What does it mean?
Perfection
Crystal skulls contain the codes of this perfection
Who created the original skulls the original ones?
The Arcturians.
What is their role?
They are the gate keepers for Ascension.
Next time take a crystal in yr hands and ask the codes to be revealed to u.
• Rainbow
Special codes in the rainbow
Why the fascination with the rainbow?
U feel good
Why does the rainbow appear?

There is an explanation by the scientist, but sometimes it
appears on a hot sunny day day too, like in Cambodia.
They are downloading the codes.
What kind of codes do they carry?
1616 - meditate on this number.
The code for the rainbow.
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Exercise 2 : Sing the numbers
Sing the number 1616 going vertically down
6
1
6
1

When u sing these codes the spirit protecting these codes are awakened n they feel
acknowledged. Then they will download the codes into u
Now in n the new consciousness of the Earth, chakras don’t play a significant role.
It’s the codes and the sacred geometry that are very significant.

• Code 2727
Exercise 3:
Attention to the belly button
Sing these numbers
When u sing this code, beautiful female angelic beings envelop u in a circle of light

• Hallelujah
Exercise 4: Sing this song in yr own way
What does this mean?
Sing with melody in yr heart
Secret code to the ascension door
(read about it)
It is encoded in a place
Sing it and u will be able to anchor the code

• Code 6969
Exercise 5:
Belongs to Master Melchizidek
Belongs to the angels of ascension Gabrielle along Metraton.
Helps to unlock the secrets of yr very life u have.
Affects the DNA structures in yr body
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• Code 87 87 89 89
Exercise 6:
Attention to the ankles, slightly down the ankles.
Breathe into that
Make the code sounds.
Vertically down 87 89 87 89
Immediately u will feel the energy there

What will happen?
Magick
Codes for Yeshua n Mary Magdalene
Because of the love between 2 human beings
The Omega Man with the Earthly Goddess
And thru this holy union brought a new beautiful energy which is anchored onto the very land.
This is a gift they left for the planet
If they were not there, ascension on this planet will not have happened.
U get a secret code today
I am Maitreya
Now all these codes are on the spinal column of the dragon.
• Peacock
What is the significance of the peacock?
Beautiful being of light
Dances magnificently
Why is it saying to u?
It s creating an universal pattern
What do u see in the peacock feather?
Beautiful blue eye

Where is this blue eye?
In yr pineal gland.

Exercise 7:
When u sing these codes in the order we mentioned.
After this simply breathe thru the pineal gland, this eye starts opening and activates yr DNA.
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• Mahatma Energy
Another energy to be integrated for ascension
It is the energy of Mahatma.
Exercise 8:
Colour of this energy is turquoise.
This energy is very powerful but gently downloads so that
human beings can use this energy
252 levels to this beautiful energy of Mahatma.
U must call forth for this energy.
Ask for integration of this energy from 1 layer to another
slowly up to 252nd layer.

The more higher u go the more resistance in the physical body
But the more higher u go the more u will feel Oneness with the others.
We as u to work with these numbers and codes and dragon energies.
Create miracles in yr life.
I AM Maitreya

ll. Message from Helio
Hello my friends and family
I am Helio, an elder from Arcturus.
Geometric patterns
How were u created?
My magnificent beings
If there is anything to create first an idea is thought of and then drawn on a piece of paper.
This is the blueprint.
Temple, churches and all buildings have a drawing and then the structures are built.
In the same way yr body is created with geometrical patterns.
Understanding of geometry is more prominent in the coming months n years.
There are many geometrical patterns which interact with yr emotions.
It interacts with yr 12 other bodies in other realities.
When the geometrical patterns are in harmony with themselves, naturally u are in a calm
state of mind.
As u are aware u came from 1 cell which has a perfect round shape.
It has intelligence, had confidence and it knew it’s purpose.
It’s purpose was to create another form and another form where life could come out.
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If u were to look at water
If yr eyes were more opened, u will see geometrical patterns in the water.
U can see the geometrical pattern around the trees.

HOMEWORK for Annie and Catherine: Create or develop a camera to capture the geometrical
patterns around the trees.
Everything created has a geometrical pattern
If u were able to see the melody in the music u will see a beautiful spectrum of geometrical
patterns in each melody. The whole of creation is thru the geometrical pattern.
Geometric patterns have very fine frequencies that our thoughts and everyday actions
can change it’s patterns.
They have a color frequency to it
A very, very light purple with soft, soft pink n white
Now these colors are influenced by the colors u see on a daily basis.
But when u see a flower, if u were to look at the flower n be in
the beauty of the flower , many of the imbalances of sacred
geometry in yr body will be balanced. Yr entire body will
absorb the color frequency from the flower which in turn
readjust the color frequency to a perfect condition
This is why u like flowers.
U feel love
During a time of celebration or honoring u are given or u are giving flowers.
It’s an inner knowing that flowers can change me.
Now the food u eat also can damage yr sacred geometry.

The number 1 thing that can damage yr sacred geometry is the
sound u hear or say.

speaking with passion

When u wake up with an alarm it disturbs this sacred geometry.
But the number 1 thing that can damage the geometrical patterns
is the sounds u make and the sounds u hear. That’s why when u
get up in the morning with an electronic alarm u are disturbing this
particular energy
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Colours u use on a daily basis in yr life has a big influence on the
geometrical pattern in u, especially the undergarments both men n
women use. The colors are directly touching yr body.

If the geometrical pattern is completely destroyed u will have problems with yr genes, yr
DNA and u can never become whole again. It does not break easily but during times of great
depression, great anger and other intense energies can completely break down the geometrical
patterns to loose it’s shape. It’s difficult to break, it can bend but if it breaks it means life is
finished. Especially anger and hatred can do this.

Geometric Patterns in the Body
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1. The original cell is round

2

2. Tetrahedron

3
4

3. Square
4. Vesica Piscis

5

5. Flower of life

6

6. Octahedron

7

7. Dodecahedron

8

8. Half Moon

This is the blue print of yr body, yr other bodies yr energetic self itself.
U must make a conscious effort to maintain the purity of these geometrical patterns
( for more info on this pls visit Rae Chandran’s official website
www.raechandran.com.
Click on Writing - choose Articles and scroll down to The Sacred Geometry of the Human Body)
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Ingredients of yr soul
As u know the Elohim creates fog from the intentions of the Creator.

Let me ask u 1 question.
What is the material of yr soul?
Have u thought of it?
What goes into making yr soul?
Many energies combined create yr soul.
The energies of many beings, many masters not the earth or ascended masters
They supplied their energies including Isis, Sush, Jupiter and many other masters.
It means u carry the energy, their frequencies in you.
I encourage u to meditate and find out who are these masters that gave u their energies
to become our soul
U will awaken their consciousness within u at that moment.
And one of the beings are the dragons.
Why do u think human beings are fascinated by these great
beings?
Hollywood movie - Avatar was trying to teach u subconsciously
about the importance of dragons. If u want ascension work with
the dragons and the codes
We are the Arcturians. We have given u much today.
Great Master Maitreiya also spoke to u.
We encourage u to work with it
Sounds
There are certain sounds which can help to maintain certain sound frequencies.
Because certain codes can be opened with the sounds, and certain sounds can
harmonize n balance n repair geometrical patterns in u.
And one of the sound is:
Ka Dom, Ka Dom , Ka Dom
A Do Nai
Say Ha Woh
Kado Kado, Kado
This is sound from ancient Kaballah
Make the sound with love in yr heart.
It will create a certain sound frequency which is very close to the God frequency
A Do Nai- Is a name of God
It will heal and balance yr geometrical pattern
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I am Master Helio
I welcome all of you to work with the tools
And for the last part, the great master will speak to u now.

lll. Message from Elijah
Hell o brothers n sisters
I am Ellijah
Some of u know me or have read about me. But everything is not true.
But what is true is…
I had ascension and my assistant Elisa saw the ascension and wrote about it.
Why am I here today to speak with u?
You are in the cusps of ascension.
You will say ” No, I am not I just started my practice in this life time.
But what about all the other life times?
This is one of the tricks-in yr meditation
Exercise 9:
Close yr eyes
Touch yr thumb to the ring finger- for both hands
Touch together like this

Place it on yr 3rd eye
Straighten yr spine
And breathe

And when u feel u are centered within u ask that:
All the spiritual knowledge, energy and wisdom that u had gathered in yr past life times
be brought into u at the present time.
U will see golden particles of light falling into here and going into yr
forehead.
And the Codes or numbers to call forth is very simple 1111
And when u sing this song and say:
I call forth all the wisdom energy, enlightenment energy which I has gathered from my
past life to be brought brought back.
Immediately u will feel download of energy.
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Exercise 10:

Now u bring the same position of yr hands to yr belly
button.

Both sides of the belly button u are holding yr hands
like just now.

And we will make one sound
WAT TUTT, WAT TUTT

What will this do for u?

When u do it, u might have pain there.
All the run away parts of yr soul will come back to u.
All the fragmented souls will come back to u.

Simple but powerful and effective
I will leave u at this time.
Sister Anne I will see u in Israel.
Blessings this is Elijah
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